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First-principle computations were carried out on the conformational space of trans and cis peptide bond isomers
of HCO-Thr-NH2. Using the concept of multidimensional conformational analysis (MDCA), geometry
optimizations were performed at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory, and single-point energies as well as
thermodynamic functions were calculated at the G3MP2B3 level of theory for the corresponding optimized
structures. Two backbone Ramachandran-type potential energy surfaces (PESs) were computed, one each for
the cis and trans isomers, keeping the side chain at the fully extended orientation (ø1 ) ø2 ) anti). Similarly,
two side chain PESs for the cis and trans isomers were generated for the (φ ) ψ ) anti) orientation
corresponding to approximately theâL backbone conformation. Besides correlating the relative Gibbs free
energy of the various stable conformations with the number of stabilizing hydrogen bonds, the process of
trans f cis isomerization is discussed in terms of intrinsic stabilities as measured by the computed
thermodynamic functions.

Introduction

Biological Considerations of the First-Principle Study.
First-principle studies describing the full conformational space
of different amino acids,1-6 the building units of peptides and
proteins, have become a key factor in chemistry, biochemistry
and pharmaceutical chemistry, where they are undoubtedly
important in correlating and understanding conformation and
molecular function.

Threonine is an essential amino acid that cannot be produced
by metabolism and therefore must be taken up in the diet.7

Found in high concentrations in the heart, skeletal muscles and
central nervous system,8,9 threonine is also required to maintain
proper protein balance in the body, as well as assist in the
formation of collagen and elastin in the skin.8

The side chain of threonine (Thr) (Figure 1) contains a
secondary alcohol functional group, explaining its role in many
proteins of the body. Threonine is often found at active sites of
enzymes with especially important catalytic functions, pro-
teases,10,11components of the proteosome12 or members of the
glycosylasparaginase as well asγ-glutamyltransferase families.
Threonine proteases act very similarly to their serine counter-
parts. In both cases, surrounding residues activate the hydroxyl

groups of the respective amino acid side chains to attack the
peptide bond of the substrate.10-13

Mature proteins containing carbohydrate side chains of
varying lengths are termed glycoproteins. These sugar residues
not only considerably influence the conformational and phys-
icochemical properties of the proteins but also are important
for biological recognition processes such as cellular adhesion
(binding), and in immunological defense by providing coating
protection against proteases or antibodies.14-18 A characteristic
feature of core carbohydrates is the covalent linking of the
protein chain with the sugar chain via either anN-{via
asparagine (Asn) or glutamine (Gln)} or O-glycosidic bond{via
Ser, Thr, tyrosine (Tyr), or hydroxylysine}.17

It is hoped that the present in-depth theoretical study will
enhance the knowledge that has already accumulated regarding
this amino acid by providing a more secure physiochemical
basis.7,19,20
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Figure 1. Numbering system employed for HCO-Thr-NH2 with
definitions of backbone and side chain dihedral angles.
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Structural Considerations of the First-Principle Study. In
general, trans peptide bonds are considered to be more stable
than cis peptide bonds, because most peptide bonds in proteins
are observed to be in their trans form (Scheme 1). However,
that empirical observation does not prove that the trans
orientation is intrinsically more stable than the cis form in all
cases, and this has been shown to be true in a number of
previous publications.21-27

In fact, the trans form is not truly a trans isomer because the
C-N bond is only slightly stronger than the genuine single bond.
This marginally increased strength is due to the conjugative
stabilization that is operative in the OdC-NH moiety. The
above two forms may differ by less than 5 kcal‚mol-1, and the
barrier to interconversion is in the vicinity of 20 kcal‚mol-1.28

This barrier height is much less than the value associated with
the torsional activation energy of a genuine double bond, which
could be as high as 60 kcal‚mol-1. Thus, the syn and anti
designations may be more appropriate than cis and trans isomers.

In addition to the intrinsic stability of a peptide bond
associated with an amino acid residue, intramolecular hydrogen
bonds could further stabilize the cis or syn form with respect
to the trans or anti form. Therefore, we have chosen to study
the threonine diamide to examine the intrinsic stabilities of the
two forms of a peptide bond.

It has been previously shown that free amino acid models
are not appropriate for modeling peptide folding, because the
free amino acid model allows for special stabilizing and
destabilizing forces to be included that are not valid for
peptides.29 Therefore, to study the conformational behavior of
Thr, a simple peptide model, such as the N- and C-terminally
protected amino acid diamide HCO-Thr-NH2, would be more
appropriate to model the inductive (through bond) and field
(through space) interactions for energetic and electronic density
contributions of neighboring peptide residues. This was previ-
ously shown to be an acceptable practice for the analysis of
peptide models, as only minor differences in geometry and
stability are observed.2

A previous ab initio study on the trans peptide bond of
MeCO-Thr-NH-Me diamide resulted in 39 out of the possible

81 conformations at the RHF/3-21G level of theory.30 This
undoubtedly describes the conformational diversity of Thr and
underscores the importance of a conformational study of this
amino acid residue. As such, the present study aims to fully
understand the conformational space of Thr in the (S) absolute
configuration of the backbone and in the (R) absolute config-
uration of the side chain.

Geometrical Considerations of the First-Principle Study.
For any given peptide with two optimizable dihedral angles
about the peptide bond,φ andψ, the laws of multidimensional
conformational analysis (MDCA)3-6,31-34 predict nine possible
backbone (BB) conformations (âL, γL, γD, δL, δD, RL, RD, εL,
εD). These conformations are often depicted on a Ramachandran
map (Figure 2). In Thr, there are two additional dihedral angles
of interest in the side chain (SC):ø1 and ø2 (Figure 1). Like
the BB dihedrals, each SC dihedral can assume three possible
conformations, gauche+ (g+), anti (a) and gauche- (g-), leading
to 3 × 3 ) 9 possible side chain conformations (Figure 2). As
a result, 3(φ) × 3(ψ) ) 9 for the BB, and 3(ø1) × 3(ø2) ) 9 for
the SC, leading to 9× 9 ) 81 possible optimizable conforma-
tions.

These 81 possible conformers correspond only to a trans
isomer of the peptide bond within the backbone. However, the
backbone of any amino acid residue in a peptide or in a protein
molecule is a triple rotor. The three dihedral anglesφ, ψ, and
ω measure the rotation about the N-C, the C-CO and the
OC-NH (i.e., the peptide) bonds respectively, leading to a
potential energy hypersurface:E ) f(φ,ψ,ω). ω can potentially
assume values in the vicinity of 0° or 180°. As a result, it is
customary to consider a potential energy surface (PES) cross-
section of the full potential energy hypersurface (PEHS) such
asE ) f(φ,ψ), whereω could be optimized at about 0° or 180°.
Most Ramachandran maps of the typeE ) f(φ,ψ) found in the
literature are associated with the trans peptide bond whereω is
∼180°. However, in keeping with a full conformational study,
the present study also aims to investigate the cis peptide bond
whereω is ∼0°. Therefore, a total of 81× 2 ) 162 possible
optimizations will be carried out by examining both the cis and
trans isomers of the peptide bond for HCO-Thr-NH2.

Altogether, the present study aims to explore, characterize
and present the geometric preferences of HCO-Thr-NH2

developed for both cis and trans isomers. Preliminary work at
the RHF/3-21G level of theory and subsequent refinement at
the DFT/B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory was employed to
optimize all possible (162) conformers. The G3MP2B3 method
was further used to yield more reliable energies and thermo-
dynamic functions to describe the process of peptide folding in
terms of entropy change and backbone-backbone (BB-BB)

SCHEME 1

Figure 2. 2D topology of a Ramachandran PEHSE ) f(φ,ψ) of an amino acid residue in a peptide with conformers designated by traditional
conventions. An extrapolation of conformations described by the PEHSE ) f(ø1,ø2) is also shown by IUPAC conventions.
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as well as backbone-side chain (BB-SC) hydrogen bonding
interactions. Although this is only a gas phase study, this should
establish a primary standard against which future solvation
studies may be compared.

Scope.Three topics will be addressed in the present paper:
peptide folding as a prelude to protein folding, the role of
hydrogen bonding in peptide folding, and the role of transf
cis isomerization in peptide folding.

(1) Peptide folding is a prelude to protein folding. Thus, an
in-depth analysis of peptide conformation is an appropriate first
step. Peptide chemists traditionally divide the problem of the
full conformational space into the backbone and side chain
domains, as illustrated schematically for the case of the threonine
diamide (Figure 3A). It is clear even from this schematic

illustration that the partitioning of the full conformational space
is arbitrary, because three rotors (φ, ψ, andø1) are connected
to theR-carbon and must be extensively coupled.

(2) The side chain-backbone interaction via hydrogen
bonding is expected to play a significant role in protein folding.

(3) Finally, the role of transf cis isomerization (Scheme 1)
has been postulated to play some role in protein folding either
during or after the synthesis of the polypeptide chain. For this
reason we shall compute thermodynamic functions (∆H, ∆G,
and ∆S) to characterize the intrinsic stability of cis and trans
forms of the peptide bond.

Method

Conformational and Configurational Specifications.Nu-
meric definitions of the relative spatial orientation of all
constituent atoms of HCO-Thr-NH2 follow an established
standard,3,4 shown explicitly in Figure 1. As a result, the Thr
amino acid residue as well as the protecting end groups were
exclusively defined using thez-matrix internal coordinate sys-
tem to characterize molecular structure, stereochemistry, and
geometry. Both cis and trans forms of the first peptide bond
(HCO-NH) were investigated.

Molecular Computations of Structures and Energies.All
computations were carried out using the Gaussian 03 program
package (G03).35 Each structure was initially optimized using
the ab initio36 restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF)37 method with
the split valence 3-21G basis set.38-40 Multidimentional con-
formation analysis (MDCA)6 was used to define the topologi-
cally possible set of conformers represented by a grid-defined
set of catchment regions (Figure 2). Presently, it is possible to
accurately characterize the topologically probable set of stable
conformers emerging from the larger set of topologically
possible conformers.41

The RHF/3-21G geometry optimized structural parameters
were then used as the input in a subsequent theoretical
refinement step with the inclusion of electron correlation effects
at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory to obtain more reliable
geometry and stability data. Here, B3LYP42 denotes the
combination of Becke’s three-parameter exchange functional
with the Lee-Yang-Parr (LYP)43 correlation functional and
also employs the mathematically more complete 6-31G(d) basis
set. To yield more accurate energies, all stationary points were
further refined using the G3-based quantum chemistry method
G3MP2B3.44-46 Energies of this type are labeled asEuncorrected.
Total energies are given in hartrees, and the relative energies
are given in kilocalories per mole (with the conversion factor:
1 hartree) 627.5095 kcal‚mol-1).

Additionally, each stable conformer was subjected to fre-
quency calculations at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory to
confirm their identity as being true minima. The results also
provided zero-point energy (ZPE) values, which were scaled
using a correction factor and added to the total energy of each
conformer to provide more accurate energetic characterization
of the conformers as well as the vibrational frequency of each
of the normal modes. Corrected energies for these geometries
are labeled asEcorrected.

Applied frozen core coupled cluster computations performed
at the CCSD/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory were also used to
test the accuracy of the results obtained for the cis and trans
isomers of theRD[-+] conformer at the G3MP2B3 level of
theory.

Potential Energy Surfaces.Potential energy surface scans
were made at the RHF/3-21G level of theory by varying the
(φ, ψ) and (ø1, ø2) dihedrals in 10° increments under tight

Figure 3. (A) Partitioning the four independent variables (φ, ψ, ø1,
ø2) to backbone (φ andψ) and side chain (ø1 andø2) domains. Unless
otherwise stated, R1 ) R2 ) H in the present study. (B) Topology of
the Ramachandran backbone PES. (C) Topology of the side chain PES.
For both,ø1 ) ø2 ) 180°.
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optimization options. The Ramachandran type backbone PES,
E ) f(φ,ψ), and side chain PES,E ) f(ø1,ø2), are presented as
contour diagrams in the range-360° to +360° in Figure 3B,C,
respectively. Pseudo-3D representations of these PESs are
presented in the IUPAC recommended range of-180° to
+180°.47

Thermodynamic Functions (∆H, ∆G and ∆S) and Hy-
drogen Bonding Interactions. Besides the relative energy
(∆Euncorrectedand∆Ecorrected) values computed by the G3MP2B3
method, the thermodynamic functional changes of enthalpy
(∆H), Gibbs free energy (∆G), and entropy (∆S) were also
calculated for the stable conformations. The values of total
enthalpy (H) and Gibbs free energy (G) given in Hartrees were
converted to their respective relative values,∆H and ∆G, in
kcal‚mol-1 as described above, whereas the values for entropy
(S) and entropy change (∆S) were given in cal‚mol-1‚K-1.

Within the G3MP2B3 method, refinement of energy was
employed using the perturbation theory with the Møller-Plesset
second order (MP2) method in combination with the 6-31G(d)
basis set. This was applied to determine the intrinsic stability
of HCO-Thr-NH2 including the energetic contributions from
the side chain via intramolecular interactions involving the
secondary alcohol functional group with the backbone of the
residue.

Results and Discussion

Molecular Conformations. Geometry optimizations were
initially carried out at the RHF/3-21G level of theory on the
expected 81 trans and 81 cis isomeric forms resulting in only

46 and 36 stable conformers, respectively. Subsequent refine-
ment of these stable conformers at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level
of theory resulted in 40 trans and 30 cis structures. Figures A
and B and Tables A and B of the Supporting Information report
these geometries, as well as thermodynamic functions computed
at the G3MP2B3 level of theory. Additional attempts were made
to optimize the missing conformers, but the geometries shifted
as recorded in Table C of the Supporting Information. A pair
of PES cross-sections of the PEHS for the trans and cis peptide
bond containing isomers is shown in Figures 4 and 5. In Figure
4, the PES gives the backbone-fold with variation alongφ and
ψ (Ramachandran potential energy surface). In Figure 5, the
other pair of PESs gives the side chain fold involving variation
alongø1 andø2. The central points of all surfaces are of identical
energies, becauseφ ) ψ ) ø1 ) ø2 ) 180°.

Only a few mimina are shown on these 2D cross-sections.
For example, only 7 minima appear for each of the trans forms
for the PES ofE ) f(φ, ψ) with ø1 ) ø2 ) 180°, and E )
f(ø1,ø2) with âL (φ ) ψ ) 180°) backbone, for a total of only
14 minima. In the case of 3D cross-sections of the trans form,
the PEHSs ofE ) f(φ,ψ,ø1) with ø2 ) 180° andE ) f(φ,ψ,ø2)
with ø1 ) 180°, a total of 34 minima may be found (Figure 6).
This was compared to the 40 minima (Table A of the Supporting
Information) located on the 4D PEHS. The situation is analogous
to the case of the cis form.

Molecular Stability. The relative energies (∆E) and associ-
ated relative thermodynamic functions (∆H, ∆G, and∆S) for
all conformers of the trans and cis isomers are tabulated in
Tables A and B of the Supporting Information, respectively.

Figure 4. Backbone (BB) PES Ramachandran topology each with two independent variables (φ, ψ): (A) trans HCO-Thr-NH2; (B) cis HCO-
Thr-NH2. A total of 12 × 12 ) 144 grid points were computed at the RHF/3-21G level of theory using tight optimization conditions. Note:
dihedral angles (φ, ψ) are in degrees, and energy is in kcal‚mol-1.
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Figure 6. Topology of three independent variable-hypersurface cross-sections of the four independent variable Ramachandran type hypersurface:
E ) f(φ,ψ,ø1,ø2).

Figure 5. Side chain (SC) PES topology each with two independent variables (ø1, ø2). (A) trans HCO-Thr-NH2; (B) cis HCO-Thr-NH2. For
both panels,φ ) ψ ) 180° in an approximateâL conformation. A total of 12× 12 ) 144 grid points were computed at the RHF/3-21G level of
theory using tight optimization conditions. Note: dihedral angles (ø1, ø2) are in degrees, and energy is in kcal‚mol-1.
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The trans global minimum was previously30 reported to be
γL[+-] at the HF/3-21G level of theory. However, the trans
global minimumγL[-+] reported in this work (Table A of the
Supporting Information) was used to calculate relative values
for the conformers. It is possible that the discrepancy between
these two reported global minima with different side chain con-
formations is the result of the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory
providing theoretical refinement with the inclusion of electron
correlation effects lacking in the HF/3-21G level of theory,
thereby obtaining a more reliable geometry. Figure 7 provides
the schematic comparisons for the various stabilities as well as
the relative energies of all conformers calculated with re-
spect to the trans global minimum{γL[-+]} (Table A of the
Supporting Information). Thus, the relative energies for all the
cis isomers are also calculated with respect to the global
minimum of the trans form. The data calculated in this fashion
are useful in assessing the relative energetics of transf cis
isomerization.

Hydrogen Bonding.The traditional types of hydrogen bonds
involved in backbone/backbone (BB/BB) interactions (types 1A,
1B and 1C) and side chain/backbone (SC/BB) interactions (types
2A to 2D) are shown in Figure 8. The actual optimized structures
specifying hydrogen bond distances are shown for the trans and
cis isomers in Figures A and B of the Supporting Information,
respectively. The hydrogen bond distances are also summarized
in the Tables A and B of the Supporting Information, respec-
tively. It is interesting to note that weak hydrogen bonds between
theR-proton (i.e., CR-H) and the nearest carbonyl oxygen have
been observed in some of the conformers. This type of BB/BB
hydrogen bond is labeled as Type 1C.

Two additional types of interactions (Types 2E and 2F)
involving the amide nitrogen as a proton acceptor are also
represented in Figure 8 and reported in Tables A and B. We
were interested in the sp2 bonding characteristic of the amide
nitrogen in this model; an attempt was made to determine
whether the interaction can serve as a type of side chain/back-
bone interaction, although previously published works48-50 did
not classify them as true hydrogen bonds. In particular, it was
found from analyzing the hydrogen bonding patterns that the
cis local minimaγD[a+] and δD[a+] have relatively higher
conformational energies of 17.12 and 14.61 kcal‚mol-1 at the
B3LYP/3-21G(d) level of theory, respectively, despite having
a shorter N‚‚‚H-O distance of 2.31 Å as reported in Table B.
This may indicate that the type 2E and type 2F interactions
proposed in this work cannot be classified as true hydrogen
bonds.

The relative Gibbs free energy (∆G) values (from Figure 7)
were plotted against the number of hydrogen bonds present in
the various conformers (Figure 9). There are six points to note
in connection with this figure:

(i) With an increase in the number of hydrogen bonds,∆G
decreases.

(ii) The cis forms (open circles) are clustered primarily where
there are fewer hydrogen bonds, and the trans forms (solid
circles) appear to have more hydrogen bonds.

(iii) For hydrogen bond numbers 0 and 1, the lowest points
are of the cis form:δL[aa] andδL[-a].

(iv) During transf cis isomerization, the number of hydrogen
bonds present in the trans form is reduced when converted
to the cis form. This is illustrated in Figure 9 forδL[-a] and
âL[+a].

(v) A “tilted funnel” may be drawn (solid lines) in which we
join the highest free energy points and the lowest∆G points.
This funnel converges to the global minimumγL[-+].

Figure 7. (A) relative energy, (B) relative enthalpy and (C) relative
Gibbs free energy represented in 4D Ramachandran topological
matrices, for trans HCO-Thr-NH2 (upper value) and cis HCO-Thr-
NH2 (lower value). The conformational assignments (middle denote)
are for theø1 andø2 orientations, respectively. The difference for the
cis energetic values are calculated with respect to the trans global
minimum γL[-+] (bold). Alternatively, the cis global minimum is
δL[-+] (bold/italic).
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(vi) From the insert at the upper right-hand side of Figure 9,
it is clear that a larger ring size favors trans isomers and a
smaller ring size favors cis isomers.

Trans f Cis Isomerization.Gibbs free energy (∆G) values
for transf cis isomerization were computed for those structures
in the trans and the cis isomeric forms with the same backbone

Figure 8. Classification of the types of internal hydrogen bonding for HCO-Thr-NH2. Corresponding ring sizes indicative of the number of
hydrogen bonds are also represented.

Figure 9. Relative stability (∆G) versus the number of hydrogen bonds for all possible conformers of cis (open circles) and trans (solid circles)
HCO-Thr-NH2. The difference for the cis energetic values were calculated with respect to the trans global minimumγL[-+] (bold) according to
Figure 7C. The subplot of relative stability (∆G) versus ring size uses hydrogen bonding schemes from Figure 8 for the trans and cis isomers with
one hydrogen bond. In general, the number of stable conformers changes with the number of bonds.

Conformational Space ofL-Threonine Diamide J. Phys. Chem. A, Vol. 110, No. 40, 200611533



conformation. The∆E, ∆H, and∆G values for the isomerization
reactions are shown in Table 1.

∆Euncorrected values that were originally negative became
positive after ZPE correction (∆Ecorrected> 0). In addition, the
calculated∆G values were systematically smaller for these
∆Ecorrected values. The overall change from the negative
∆Euncorrectedto ∆G was an increase from the negative toward
the positive, suggesting that the trans conformers are more stable
than the cis conformers. However, there are two exceptions:
theRD[-+] andγD[-a] conformers assumed a slightly negative
∆G values, indicating that the cis form of HCO-Thr-NH2 was
intrinsically more stable and less probable than the trans form,
at least for these conformers.

To test the accuracy of the level of theory, applied frozen
core coupled cluster computations were performed at the CCSD/
6-311++G(d,p) level of theory on the HCO-Thr-NH2 model
peptide. The results indicated that a slightly negative∆E turned
to a virtually thermoneutral∆G, shown in Table 2.

Figure 10 was obtained by taking the∆G values from Figure
7C and plotting them againstS (Table A of the Supporting
Information). There are four points to observe with respect to
the data presented in this figure:

(i) The trans forms are clustered primarily around lower
entropy values, and the cis forms are clustered around higher
entropy values.

(ii) In general, transf cis isomerizations (shown by solid
arrows) have a positive slope; i.e., they are going from trans to
cis with increasing∆G and increasingS.

(iii) There are only two cases of transf cis isomerization
that proceed with increasing∆G and with entropy reduc-
tion. Here, the lines (dashed arrows) have negative slopes for
εD[++] and εD[+a].

(iv) The nearly thermoneutral isomerization of theγD[-a]
conformation has an almost horizontal line with the vector
pointing from left to right (dotted line). Similarly for the

RD[-+] conformation, the dotted line vector has a negative
slope pointing from left to right.

Without examining the relative∆G values of conformers, as
was done in Figure 10, some important points emerge concern-
ing ∆G [transf cis] isomerization, as shown in Figure 11. It
is interesting to observe the following points:

(i) The points may be classified into three domains in terms
of their ∆G values (boxes in dashed lines):

(ii) The cis forms found to be computationally stable are at
the bottom cluster within the-1.0 to +1.0 kcal‚mol-1 range.

(iii) The various conformers form four different clusters:âL

on the top and extreme right,εD at the extreme left,δL andδD

horizontal central andRL andRD vertical central.

Conclusions

The exploration of the full conformational space ofL-threo-
nine diamide included both cis and trans isomeric forms, each
considering 9 backbone (alongφ andψ) and 9 side chain (along
ø1 and ø2) geometries totaling 9× 9 ) 81 conformations.
Geometry optimizations initially carried out at the RHF/3-21G
level of theory were then subsequently refined at the B3LYP/
6-31G(d) level of theory, resulting in 40 trans conformers and
30 cis conformers. Single-point energies and thermodynamic
functions were further computed for these conformers at the
G3MP2B3 level of theory. For the trans form, all 9 backbone
conformers exhibited energy minimum conformers (i.e.,RL, RD,
âL, γL, γD, δL, δD, εL, εD) whereas only 8 backbone conformers
were obtained for the cis form as theγL backbone conformation
was annihilated at all side chain orientations.

Of the 40 conformers for the trans form and 30 conformers
for the cis form, only 19 discrete conformers were found to
exist in both cis and trans forms. For these 19 conformers trans
f cis isomerization was studied in terms of computed thermo-
dynamic functions (∆H, ∆S, and∆G). The∆G values for the
transf cis isomerization fell within the range-1.0 to +5.0
kcal‚mol-1; however, only two conformers,RD[-+] and
γD[-a], exhibited negative∆G values. In these two conformers,
the cis isomers appeared to be intrinsically slightly more stable
than the trans forms. The cisRD[-+] structure was in fact 0.777
kcal‚mol-1 more stable than the transRD[-+] form. Conse-
quently, this pair of structures was subjected to a high level of
computation, specifically the CCSD/6-311++G(d,p) level of
theory, where the isomerization became virtually thermoneutral
but the trans form turned out to be 0.039 kcal‚mol-1 more stable
than the cis form. This suggests that the transf cis isomer-
ization Gibbs free energy computed is sensitive to the method
used.

The findings from this peptide model study show that in
certain conformations, the cis and trans forms may have nearly
identical stabilities, or the cis form may be more stable than

TABLE 1: Change of Thermodynamic Functions (All in
kcal/mol) for Trans f Cis Isomerization of the Peptide
Bond in HCO-Thr -NH2 at the G3MP2B3 Level of Theory

conformer ∆Euncorrected ∆Ecorrected ∆H ∆G

âL[++] 4.985 6.121 5.384 4.952
âL[+a] 3.865 4.895 4.117 3.817
âL[a+] 4.556 3.723 3.360 1.825
âL[a-] 6.206 5.990 5.421 4.774
âL[-a] 3.982 5.214 4.522 3.862
âL[-] 3.509 4.999 4.198 3.999
γD[-a] 0.634 1.621 1.020 -0.013
δL[+-] 0.556 1.589 0.774 0.763
δL[-a] 1.347 2.535 1.666 1.622
δD[+a] 1.898 3.088 2.408 1.570
δD[a+] 3.972 2.694 2.254 0.978
δD[-] 1.404 2.570 1.835 1.319
RL[aa] 1.648 3.080 2.387 1.902
RL[a-] 1.627 3.198 2.491 2.095
RD[++] -0.026 1.370 0.601 0.137
RD[aa] 1.441 3.030 2.295 1.825
RD[-+] -0.971 0.579 -0.186 -0.777
εD[++] -0.213 1.013 0.163 0.377
εD[+a] 0.338 1.007 0.187 0.727

TABLE 2: Change of Thermodynamic Functions for Trans f Cis Isomerization of the Peptide Bond in HCO-Thr -NH2 at the
CCSD/6-311++G(d,p) (Frozen Core) Level of Theory

energy (uncorrected) Gibbs free energy

total total

conformer trans cis
relative

transf cis trans cis
relative

transf cis

RD[-+] -530.552861 -530.553108 -0.155 -529.857488 -529.8574257 0.039

a Note: total energies are given in hartrees and relative energies are given in kcal‚mol-1.

-1.0e ∆G e +1.0

+1.0e ∆G e +3.0

+3.5e ∆G e +5.0
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the trans form. However, there is still a notable preference for
the trans peptide bond over the cis form, which agrees with the
traditional observation that the majority of all peptide bonds in
proteins occur in the trans conformation. As long as the forces
that govern protein folding and stability are not completely
understood, there can be no exact explanation for the observed
rare occurrence of these cis conformations. Some plausible
explanations could include the restriction of conformational
space available in the presence of a cis peptide bond, 3-D protein
structures preferentially stabilizing the trans peptide bond as a
consequence of function, kinetics during the protein folding
process, or that some cis peptide bonds might have gone

unreported in the course of structure determination at lower
resolution. However, what is clear is that the occurrence of non-
Pro cis peptide bonds in proteins has been associated with steric
strain. Their peculiar location near the active sites or binding
pockets or at dimerization interfaces could imply that there is
a natural tendency to conserve non-Pro cis peptide bonds,
emphasizing their importance in protein structure and function.

Taking this into account, the threonine peptide model
presented in this paper lays the foundation for future studies
whereby a better understanding of the conformational preference
and rarity of non-Pro cis peptide bonds can be determined. It is
anticipated that theoretically calculated∆G values of the most

Figure 10. Relative stability (∆G) versus entropy (S) for all possible conformers of cis (open circles) and trans (solid circles) HCO-Thr-NH2.
The difference for the cis energetic values were calculated with respect to the trans global minimumγL[-+] (bold) according to Figure 7C.

Figure 11. Variation of Gibbs free energy change (∆G) with entropy change (∆S) associated with the transf cis isomerization of
HCO-Thr-NH2.
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probable cis conformers can be compared to the most probable
trans conformers in this gas phase study while subsequently
comparing the results with data extracted from the Protein Data
Bank (PDB) and observed results from X-ray or NMR experi-
ments.
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